In the field of production and operations management, inventory problem has always been considered as an important topic. This paper studies the control wafers inventory problem in wafer fabrication factories. A single-period, multi-product inventory problem with reentry and downward substitution was examined in a pulling control production environment. The control wafers inventory problem is firstly constructed as a network, and latter dynamic programming is applied next to solve the problem. The objective is to set an acceptable inventory level to minimize the total cost of control wafers through reducing various types of costs without halting production throughput. A numerical example is given to illustrate the practicality of the model. The results demonstrate that the proposed model is an effective tool for determining the inventory level of control wafers for each grade.
INTRODUCTION
The semiconductor manufacturing is considered to have one of the most complex fabrication processes because of numerous kinds of equipment, reentrant routing and various product devices, and many researchers have tried to solve various problems in the field (Delp et al., 2006) . For example, Lin et al. (2009) developed an algorithm that integrated the artificial neural network (ANN) and the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) method to find optimal work-in-process values in the wafer fabrication processes. Lee and Kim (2011) proposed a new scheduling priority index, accumulated urgency index (AUI), for the make-to-order (MTO)-type semiconductor manufacturing. Control wafers, apart from product wafers, are used to monitor a series of precision parameters of the production processes in order to maintain the stability in wafer fabrication factories (hereafter referred to as wafer fabs). By utilizing control *Corresponding author. E-mail: amylee@chu.edu.tw wafers effectively, not only machine manufacturing capability can be controlled, process yield can also be increased. Whereas, any shortage of control wafers may stop machine operations and affect process yield and production smoothness. Consequently, a relatively high inventory level of control wafers is often maintained unnecessarily in wafer fabs. While an increase in control wafers inventory level will result in an increase in holding cost but with a decrease in shortage cost, and vice versa, a trade-off decision must be made to minimize the total control wafers cost (Chung et al., 2005a) . In practice, the multi-period production planning of control wafers is further divided into the planning of single-periods. Under the circumstance, this paper treats the control wafers problem as a single-period, multi-product inventory problem with reentry and downward substitution (Chung et al., 2005a) . Each control wafer is recycled several times until it can no longer meet the pre-defined specifications. At that time, the control wafer should be downgraded to a lower level and keep recycling in that level till it again can no longer meet the pre-defined specifications in that
